linguistic steganalysis is a technique that discovering potentially hidden information embedded through using linguistically in plain text using. Varieties of syntax and multi-meanings of semantics for linguistics augment the difficulty of linguistic steganalysis intensely, thereby it is a challenge area. In this paper, we propose a novel steganalysis method for linguistics based on immune. This method has two attributions: i). basis statistical features of text are employed for blind steganalysis ii). immune technique is chosen to build a two-level detection mechanism to detect two categories of stego text respectively, one of which is Success-Stego-text and another is False-Stego-text. Appropriate detections are generated and preferable features are signed. Experiments prove the approach has higher accuracy than current steganalysis algorithms. Especially when the segment size of text is greater than 3kB, the accuracies of detecting for natural text and stego text are both more than 95%.
Introduction
Compared with the research of image, audio and video hidden detection, (Kraetzer et al., 2015; Choubassi & Moulin, 2015; Kocal et al., 2016; Pankajakshan, Vinod & Ho, 2016; Bohme, 2016) text based information hiding detection is still a new and challenging field. Because of the widespread application of text communication media such as email, blogs and TXT on the Internet, researchers have accelerated the research on text steganography. There are three main types of text hiding detection: (Petitcolas et al., 1999) , that is, format based, invisible character based and implicit detection based on natural language. The format of the hidden was measured through the analysis of Xiang et al., 2015) format text layout changes and kerning change based on text format is DOC, PDF etc. Hidden text detection based on invisible characters is aimed at the tag matching and invisible character changes in web language, such as , XML, HTML and so on. Compared with the previous two hidden text detection methods, hidden language detection based on natural language aims to discover the secret information loaded by text using linguistic knowledge. Because of the syntax diversity and semantic ambiguity, (Bennett et al., 2014; Mark et al., 2001; is difficult to obtain the feature for detection, which makes it a recognized research problem in the field of text hiding detection.
At present, only a few literatures have proposed a hidden detection technique based on natural language. The basic method is to analyze the features of the text, grammar, or semantics of the hidden text, and design special features to detect it. For example, Chen Cuneyt, 2014; Forrest, 1997) were designed for different characteristic values were detected, such as the use of mutual information as the definition of the N window statistics, using the statistics obtained a mutual information matrix, the matrix as the standard, more natural text and hidden text mutual information with ; The word positions of words are defined, and the word entropy and the word entropy of the word sets in the text are calculated by the word positions, and the is tested by comparing the word entropy and the variation degree of the two texts; Compare the degree of separation and variation of word bits in text to detect (Cuneyt, 2014) . Cuneyt M.Taskiran based on probabilistic context free grammar constructs 3 element Markov model, by comparing the words in a sentence such as the number of features to detect (Forrest, 1997) .
is not obvious, and the detection rate is not high.
From the above analysis, we need to: (1) from the text element consideration for the detection of the characteristic, the reason is that although the hidden text in grammar, semantics and natural text similarity, but through the analysis of the text element, we found that the scope of their characteristics is different in many meta features. This is because the generated hidden text, choose random generally more natural text, making it smaller element changes. This feature is still satisfied when text fragments are relatively small. (2) the detection mechanism is reasonable, the reason is that although most element of hidden text will meet this characteristic, but there are still some characters are not satisfied, also there are redundant features of the phenomenon, so we need to choose the appropriate feature detection.
In this paper, a natural language hidden detection algorithm based on text meta feature and immune mechanism is proposed. This paper analyzes the difference between meta characters of natural text and hidden text. Then, the immune mechanism is used to train the detector to optimize the feature. The immune mechanism (Jacob et al., 2013) has been effectively applied to image hiding detection [20] , and has achieved very good detection results. This mechanism generates a set of detectors that contain several features that separate the natural text from the hidden text. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has higher detection rate for hidden texts generated by three typical hidden tools.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in the second section, we give the basic idea of this method, including the analysis of the differences and the method flow of the selected meta features in the two types of text. The third section describes how to use the immune mechanism to train the detector to optimize the detection features. The details of the hidden text feature range and the process of using them to detect are explained in detail. In the fourth section, the experiment is compared with the current detection algorithm, and the problems which should be paid attention to are analyzed. Finally, the fifth section gives a conclusion.
Basic Idea of this Method

Comparison of Textual Meta Features
According to the linguistic knowledge of English, statistics of English texts can yield many relatively invariant statistical feature values, called meta features, such as space rates. This is because with the increase of the statistics, random words increase, the probability of each word is selected equal, makes character value tends to be stable. Therefore, when comparing the two sets of text sets, we find that their meta values do not change much. But this phenomenon is obtained through a large number of statistics of the text, the general single natural text, the main concern is the argument, the details of the content, so when comparing the two natural text, we found that the element values change greatly. The hidden text, due to the loading of secret information, choice of randomness, the element features of most values are relatively stable, the hidden features of text value between small changes, and because of the hidden requirements, most of its feature values range within the range of natural text. Therefore, it enables the use of smaller variation range of characteristics of hidden text to detect the existence of hidden text information, if there are multiple unknown text features are smaller in a given range, the text may be hidden text. We select 57 meta features and divide them into 5 cases as features to be selected. Since there is no literature to analyze the difference between natural text and hidden text by meta feature, this paper will analyze the meta feature in turn, and then give the comparison of two text element feature ranges.
The natural text and hidden text in different features:
(1) the average length of words According to the principles of Zipf and Heaps, the average length of words is within a certain range. Hidden text, when loading secret information, the choice of words is very random, so there are fewer high-frequency words in the text, and the average length of words is longer. To increase the concealment of text and reduce the average length of words, the hidden tool increases the number of short words when creating hidden text, but this change may change the following features 2 and 3.Therefore, it can be seen as a balanced feature.
(2) space rate According to the Heap principle, the rate of text space is approximately inversely proportional to the length of the word, and the punctuation is not taken into account when calculating. If the space appears two times or more, count only once. Obviously, the feature detection is more effective in identifying hidden algorithms that change the number of spaces used to hide information.
(3) the first N valid words and invalid words According to the TF-IDF theory, text high-frequency words include effective high-frequency words (AFW) and cis.ccsenet.org Computer and Information Science Vol. 10, No. 4; 2017 invalid high-frequency words (NFW). AFW is a valid keyword for expressing the topic of an article, while NFW is something without meaning, such as "the", "of", etc.
(4) percentage of letters
In English articles, when the amount of text is small, the distribution of text letters changes greatly. As the amount of text increases, the randomness of the letters increases, and the percentage of letters is almost unchanged. Random choice makes the hidden text when the text size is small, the change is less than the percentage of letters of natural text.
(5) percentage of initial letters
The distribution of the initial letters of English text is related to the distribution of the initial letters of a dictionary. Since the distribution of the initial letters in the dictionary varies little, the initial distribution of the text varies little. The randomness of the hidden text words natural text distribution is more stable.
Method Flow
Through the above analysis, we use the meta feature to represent the text, and then establish a reasonable detection mechanism to select the appropriate detection features. Here, it's important to note that when the hidden text fragment is large, its meta features are generally smaller;When the hidden text is small pieces (less than 3K), although most of the hidden text element is still in a small range (called the hidden text successfully (SuccessStego-Text SST)), but there are fewer hidden text, due to the loading of secret information, random choice of words was lower than that of SST, so many yuan characteristics their value is not in the range of SST feature (but still in the range of natural text element), we will this kind of text is called hidden failure text (Failure-Stego-Text FST).For these two types of hidden text, you need to test them in turn. Therefore, we establish a two level detection mechanism to detect two types of hidden text in turn.
The algorithm flow is as follows: first, the meta feature is extracted to represent the two type of text; Secondly, the feature range of SST is extracted firstly, and the SST detector and SST detection feature are trained by immune mechanism. Then, for the FST detected by the SST detector, the range of feature is extracted and the FST detector and FST detection feature are trained; Finally, the two detectors are constructed into two level detection mechanisms for detecting two hidden texts.
Since the algorithm does not need to consider whether there is hidden information or what method to hide, it has certain blind detection. The concept of blind detection is proposed by [28] [29] [30] , which is used to detect image hiding. It refers to the method of detecting whether there is hidden information in the text without knowing the hidden way. The effect of the decision depends on the hidden, and different detection methods should be changed in detail in different hidden persons.
Training Process
The training process is divided into two stages, followed by the training of SST and FST detectors and their corresponding eigenvalues. In the first level of training, the input samples are hidden text and natural text that contain SST and FST. The training process is as follows: first, a primary detector is generated, then the detector is trained by the immune mechanism and the SST feature range to obtain the SST detector and the SST eigenvalue; In the two stage, the input sample is the natural text at the higher detection stage and the FST which is mistaken for the natural text. The training process is as follows: firstly, a two stage detector is generated, then the detector is trained by the immune mechanism and the FST feature range, and the FST detector and the FST eigenvalue are obtained. When detecting, the two detectors are combined into a two level detection system.
Related Definitions and Theorems
Set T (S) and T (N) to represent hidden text and natural text collections to be detected, T '(S) and' T '(N), respectively, indicating that detection is considered as a collection of hidden text and natural text.
Defines 1 hidden text detection rates SR and a natural text detection rate of NR SR =|T(S)∩T′(S)| / |T(S)| (1) NR=|T(N)∩T′(N)| / |T(N)|
(2) By equation 1 and 2, when SR increases, the NR decreases, and vice versa.
Define 2 feature groups F={f1, f2,... F57}, fi stands for characteristics. It can be considered as a chromosome gene. It has two values, vaule1 and Value2, with initial values of 1. They represent the ability to detect SST and FST. The greater the value, the stronger the detection ability of the feature. The detector C consists of several features that can be considered as chromosomes containing multiple genes. It has two parameters, SR and NR, which reflect cis.ccsenet.org Computer and Information Science Vol. 10, No. 4; 2017 the detection capability of detectors, collectively referred to as fitness.
Defines 3 text affinity(Affinity Score)
Set text "X" and "Y", and remember "X.fi" and "Y.fi". The affinity is AS AS= , Among them, COE [i] is the parameter of each feature, which is used to increase the division.Set the text T and the text set T, and the maximum affinity and minimum affinity for the text in T and T are:
MaxAS=maximum AS(t, each text of T) MinAS=minimum AS(t, each text of T) 3.2 Training Process
The training sample T consists of the hidden text set T (ST) and the natural text T (NT). Split T into N groups, with the same percentage of hidden text and natural text in each group. Let Tk denote a set of samples, K and N. These samples will be used sequentially to train the detector set. When cloning chromosomes, the selection mechanism is used to accelerate the convergence time, that is, to increase the selection probability of chromosomes whose fitness exceeds the average fitness. In order to maintain chromosome diversity, when the chromosome concentration exceeds the average concentration, the probability of selection is reduced. The single nucleotide mutation was used for gene mutation after cloning, and the mutation rate was 0.4.
According to the fitness sequence, select the top N chromosomes into memory as Base chromosome, chromosome value1 gene according to the new adjustment value, the number of value1 gene in the chromosome in memory by decision.
When the memory of chromosome fitness to meet the SR more than Sr and NR is not less than NR, the end of the algorithm. The memory chromosome represents the mature SST detector to detect the SST text; the value1 value represents the eigenvalues of the SST to generate a new SST detector.
Two level training stage: the text set after the last level detection is T ', which consists of the majority of the natural text T (N) and the minority of the hidden failure text T (FST).At this level, the main test is mistaken for natural text of the FST. To get the feature range of FST, you need to extract part of FST from T'. Specifically, select a set of natural text T and calculate its MinAS and MaxAS for each text in the text 'T'. For a large number of T (N), the numerical distribution of MinAS satisfies the normal distribution, while T (FST) is only a part of the hidden text, whose distribution does not satisfy the normal distribution, and can be verified by theorem 1.Therefore, the difference between T (N) and T (FST) and T 'MinAS is greater than their MaxAS difference, so MinAS is used to distinguish between the two. The distributions of these two types of text sets have significant differences, indicating that there are partial FST, which are very different from natural texts, which provides an optional space for FST. The selection criteria are FST that can distinguish more than 98% natural texts.
The training steps at this stage are similar to those of the previous training. The difference is that the Memory Base stores the FST detector and adjusts the characteristic values such as value2.
Experiment and Analysis
This section uses this algorithm to detect hidden text generated by three typical hidden tools and compare them with several current detection algorithms. The 4.1 section briefly introduces each hidden tool; the 4.2 section selects the hidden text generated by natural text and hidden tools as samples and makes a comparative experiment. The 4.3 section puts forward the problems that the algorithm needs to pay attention.
Three Typical Hidden Tools
Nicetext is a tool for masquerading ciphertext as a natural text, [31, 32] .The tool preserves some writing techniques
cis.ccsenet.org Computer and Information Science Vol. 10, No. 4; 2017 and a dictionary in advance to hide text. It also gets writing styles and vocabulary from other natural texts.
Texto is a uuencoded or PGP ascii-armoured ASCII code can be translated into English for information hiding tool [33] .The tool is used for conversion of binary data, especially ciphertext data. It can generate documents similar to the natural text of English and can resist simple mail filtering.
Markov-Chain-Based is a typical tool for generating text Cuneyt, 2014; Forrest, 1997) .It starts with the Markov signal source and creates a conversion chain to generate dense text like natural text
Experiment
Selected 9800 novels from sixteenth Century to twentieth Century, extracted from the first 5000 high-frequency words used to calculate P (AFW) and n (AFW We compare the current detection algorithms with text, slice size, 20kB, 10kB, 5kB, 4kB, 3kB, 2kB, 1kB, 0.5kB, 100B, and 8 cases. In the experiment, 20 of the sample fragments were selected for training, and the remaining 10 samples were tested. 38.6% (Jacob et al., 2013) According to table 2, the proposed algorithm outperforms the current detection algorithm. When the text size is not less than 3k, SR and NR of the recognition rate of more than 95%, when the text only a word, its size is approximately 100B, and the (Jacob et al., 2013) detection of the same length. When the algorithm is approximated by SR and (Jacob et al., 2013) , its NR is 10% higher than that of (Jacob et al., 2013) ; when SR reaches 90%, NR is 5% higher than (Jacob et al., 2013) .
Conclusion
In this paper, a new natural language detection algorithm is proposed based on the analysis of text features. The algorithm uses multiple element feature better expresses the text characteristics, and then through the analysis of changes of the features, the hidden text is divided into SST and FST, respectively, after feature extraction are designed, the corresponding detector, so the detection algorithm in the text is relatively short time also have a higher rate. Experiments show that when the length of text film reaches 3K, both SR and NR are more than 95%, and the stability is stronger.
Because the features used in this algorithm are the basic statistical characteristics of the text, and not for the special characteristic of hiding algorithm design, it can detect different hidden text hiding algorithm, blind detection algorithm has a certain. But because there is no more to consider change characteristics of the hidden text in the syntax and semantic level, so the algorithm in the detection of sentence NR is not high. Therefore, changes in these levels can be taken into account to identify new features.
At present, although there are still many challenges and difficulties in the research of hidden detection based on natural language, more and more attention has been paid to it. The key factor in the detection technique is the amount of load hidden. The algorithm presented in this paper shows that it is feasible to detect hidden text by using text meta features.
